1. Preliminaries. Let A be a dyadic relation defined on a finite set of n elements. It is convenient to regard A as an nXn matrix over the two-element Boolean algebra, so that a,, = l if and only if iAj. There is then an obvious correspondence of relational concepts [l; 2]2 with matrix notions, interpreting conjunction as "coordinatewise" multiplication, relative product as matrix product, etc. In this paper, however, matrix notation and Boolean l's and O's are adopted merely for convenient reference.
If A and B are two relations defined over the set N= {l, • ■ ■ , n}, then they are isomorphic just when there is a permutation tt ol N such that A has the same matrix with respect to N as B with respect to w(N) [cf. 3, *151.0l]. Formally, for every relation A defined on N and every t in ©" (the symmetric group of n letters), define a transformation tT of A by tx(A) = /,[(a¿y)] = (Mwr'(i)), so that tT sends each row and each column of A into its 7r-image: Definition. Two relations A, B defined on N are isomorphic il and only if there is a permutation ir in ©" such that tx(A) =B. The structure of a relation, as understood for instance by Russell [4, p. 61 ] and Carnap, is simply the class of all relations to which it is isomorphic (what Whitehead and Russell at first called the relationnumber [3, *151 .02]). Now Carnap pointed out in his latest book [6, p. 124] that it was not even known how many structures there are for a dyadic relation on a finite set, despite the fact that such knowledge "would be of importance not only for deductive and inductive logic but also for certain branches of science." It turns out that this problem, together both with its generalization to arbitrary w-adic relations and its restriction to certain special kinds of dyadic relations, can be solved in terms of elementary group theory and various simple combinatorial arguments.
The theory of wi-adic relations, namely those which somehow relate m objects at once, has never drawn the close analysis given the dyadic theory by such authors as Whitehead and Russell, McKinsey, and Tarski. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to extend the concepts of isomorphism and structure to the general case. An w-adic relation on N is given by an ordered set of nm l's and O's:
which may be taken as an "m-way matrix" or tensor [cf. 7] . In extending the definition of isomorphism it is notationally convenient to write the transformation in terms of the inverse permutation :
With this understanding the definition provides a criterion for isomorphism valid for an arbitrary m-adic relation defined on a finite set. As before, the structure of such a relation is the class of all relations isomorphic to it.
From these materials, derivation of the number of structures of a relation proceeds by a counting method well known in group theory. If 9C is the set of all »z-adic relations on n elements, the tx's defined above form a group isomorphic to ©" which "acts on" 9C in an obvious way. The process is summarized in the following remarks [8, pp. 98-115] . Since the group of i,'s is isomorphic to @", and since the structure of a relation is just an orbit in $R£, the desired number of structures is (1) sU(n) --t 2 f{tt) = E <T)f(tT), These phenomena can be analyzed in terms of "degrees of freedom." If a clerk tried to write down a relation which was fixed under it, he would not find (unless ir were the identity) complete freedom to choose every one of A's n2 elements arbitrarily.
The maximum number he might freely so choose may be called the number of degrees of freedom in a general dyadic relation under ir, and written d2(ir).
When A is an w-adic relation it can be broken up into "blocks" according to the cycle structure of ir in the same way. Here a block, Ao, corresponds to a selection of m cycles from ir, allowing repetitions: in Ao the first indices will be controlled by a certain ri-cycle, second indices by an r2-cycle, etc. As in the dyadic case, tT(A)=A entails equating of certain of the block's entries; again ir permits a certain number of degrees of freedom in the general m-adic relation, dm(ir). As before, the Jfeth index is computed modulo rk. If the ith. and the jth from the left are in fact the same entry, then imj (mod rk) for all k, i.e. i=j (mod c) so that the first c entries are certainly distinct. Clearly, however, these are all the distinct ones. If these do not exhaust the block (i.e., if c^ri • • ■ rm), choose a new entry and repeat.
3. The main theorem. This result is naturally stated in two parts: the first extends the lemma from one block to the whole matrix, while the second assembles the facts now at hand for the desired formula. where ¿m(7r) is determined as in Theorem 1 for it in ©".
Proof. This is equation (1) with the newly-acquired results giving /(,i)=2<W*). 4 . Special kinds of dyadic relations. Equation (1) tells how to count the orbits in any set acted on by @". Hence to count the number of (always hereafter dyadic) relations which are nonisomorphic having some particular property, it is again only necessary to count the number with this property fixed under representative it's.
In each case a reasonable way to start is to apply the reduction of the counting lemma: divide the matrix into submatrix blocks corresponding to pairs of cycles chosen from ir. The degrees of freedom in these blocks may no longer be independent (e.g., when the property is that of symmetry) but for some kinds of relations the nature of the dependence is transparent.
For ready reference, Theorem 1 may be set out explicitly for
where (h, k) is the g.c.d. of h and k. Proof. The off-diagonal and near-diagonal blocks fall into transpose pairs. Symmetry thus makes no change in d(ir) within each, but since each determines its reflection the d(ir) for all of these can be determined from half, say those below the diagonal. By (2), the off-diagonal blocks account for the sum on the right. Since for each k there are pk(pk -l)/2 near diagonals to consider, each with k degrees of freedom, the right-hand part of the first sum is accounted for by the near-diagonal blocks.
A diagonal block has its rows and columns permuted by the same ¿-cycle, say In general these strings fall into transpose-pairs: where the requirement of symmetry equates two of them, the two degrees of freedom they formerly enjoyed are cut to one. But there are either one or two exceptional strings. If k is odd, S0 is its own transpose, while every other Sm is paired with S*_ro. If k is even, though, both S0and Sk/2 are exceptional. In either case the d(w) in this block is [¿/2] + l, and there are pk such diagonal blocks. 
Proof. In an asymmetric relation a<j = l implies oj< = 0 while all c<, = 0 (for anti-symmetric, the same holds except that all a,-, = l). The feature distinguishing this from the symmetric case is that a transpose pair, which there took only the values (0, 0) or (1, 1), may now be (0, 0), (1, 0), or (0, 1). This accounts for the powers of three in the sum. Within the diagonal blocks, if a string is its own transpose then it must be zero. This cuts down d(ir) by 2 in the even case, by 1 in the odd, and accounts for the change in the first part of the first sum.
Counting the number of non-isomorphic functional relations introduces further modifications of method. Although equation (1) and the block structure under ir remain the basic tools, the "degree of freedom" concept can now be discarded.
If A is a function it must have just n l's, one in each row. When there is no further restriction on A, the n ways of choosing the 1 in any row are independent of those in any other, so that there are nn functions altogether.
In general, however, requiring that ¿"(.¡4) =.¡4 may lead to equating of two or more entries in some rows: and if aa = aik holds of distinct entries in a functional matrix, then neither could be 1. Proof. The convention that 0° = 1 assures nonzero factors on the right even when pk = 0; they are certainly nonzero otherwise. The different possible ways of choosing the l's can be counted in terms of horizontal bands across A corresponding to the cycles of w. In each of the pk bands corresponding to ¿-cycles in ir the lemma says there are just E>»i* mpm ways to choose; independence of the choices in different bands determines the formula from this fact.
Conclusions. Many kinds of mathematical
systems, such as graphs, partially ordered sets, groups, etc., can be completely described in terms of one relation. The methods of this paper might be applied in any such instance to reduce the question of how many "essentially distinct" such objects there are (finite) to a particularly simple combinatorial question. In this way, for example, we have incidentally come on alternatives to two known results of graph theory.
On the other hand, the combinatorial problem which arises in any nontrivial investigation of this sort may be unapproachable.
I have tried at some length to discover a way to count the transitive, or transitive and anti-symmetric, relations fixed under arbitrary permutations, without any results. It would seem likely that the particular kind of triadic relation which is a group, for instance, would be even harder to grasp.
There is also a word due about the extent to which Theorem 2 is a solution to the original problem. In theory, of course, one can prescribe a method for writing down all the (additive) partitions of » which define the summation. The theorem thus provides the "general formula stating the number of structures of one dyadic relation for finite N" (and more) whose lack Carnap deplored [6, p. 124].
For practical purposes, as a matter of fact, the soon embarrassing Introduction. These notes are based on E. L. Post's paper Recursively enumerable sets of positive integers and their decision problems1 to which we shall refer as RES. The reader is assumed to be familiar with § §1-5 and 9 of this paper. In the first note we shall discuss some algebraic properties of simple and hypersimple sets. In the second note we shall prove the existence of a recursively enumerable set which is neither recursive nor creative nor simple and discuss its degree of unsolvability relative to one-one reducibility and relative to many-one reducibility.
Notations and terminology. A collection of non-negative integers is called a set, a collection of sets is called a class. An empty collection is considered as a special case of a finite collection. Non-negative integers and functions are denoted by small Latin letters, sets by small Greek letters, and classes by capital Latin letters. The Boolean operations are denoted by " + " for addition, "X," "•" or juxtaposition for multiplication, "'" for complementation and "C" for inclusion. Proper inclusion between classes is denoted by "C+-" e = d/the set of all non-negative integers. o = ¿/the empty set. k = ¿/the complete set defined on p. 295 of RES. f = .¡/the simple set defined on p. 298 of RES. 
